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THE DAY
• 9:00-9:20: Introductions & Welcome
• 9:20-10:30: Lecture + Discussion
• 10:30-10:40: Break
• 10:40-11:10: Breakout Rooms
• 11:10-Noon: Report Back + Discussion
• Noon-1:00: Lunch break
• 1:00-2:30: Lecture + Discussion
• 2:30-2:40: Break
• 2:40-3:10: Breakout Rooms
• 3:10-4:00: Report Back + Discussion
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I. Why your organization should be
strategic about DEI

II. Leadership

III. Designing an Inclusive Workplace
Culture

IV. Recruitment and Hiring

V. Advancing Equity



Diversity
The creation of a heterogeneous workforce.

Equity 
Creating a workplace culture in which opportunities are 
fairly distributed. 

Inclusion
A workplace culture in which all employees feel valued and 
empowered to participate and be their authentic self.







DEI initiatives should be treated like 
any other organizational priority:

1) Assess the problem/opportunities: What are the 
barriers to a more diverse and inclusive 
workplace?

2) Create milestones and goals: What is your 
timeline?

3) Action Plan: What measures will be 
implemented?

4) Task Force: Who will implement the DEI 
strategy?

5) Assessment: How are we doing? 
6) Accountability: What’s the incentive for 

achieving our goals?



COLLECT DATA
Who sees your job ads?
Who do you interview?

Who do you make offers to?
Who is assigned to high profile projects?

Who is promoted?
Who leaves?

What’s the makeup of your management team?
Track feedback and performance evaluations.

How effective is your DEI training?
How is compensation spread?



Phase One: Something that we are required to 
do. (Period: 1970s-1980s)

Phase Two: Something that is right to do. 
(Period: 1990s-2000s)

Phase Three: Something that is smart & 
profitable to do. (Period: 2010s-)



I. Why you should be strategic about DEI





Findings

• We are more influenced by similar versus 

different others 

• We become over reliant on and responsive 

to others’ decisions in homogeneous 
settings 

• Racially diverse groups reduce the 

tendency for conformity



Asch Conformity Experiments 































Diverse teams…

• Discourage conformity & groupthink

• See the same problem/opportunity 
differently

• Make organizations work harder smarter

• Facilitate innovation, differentiation 



II. LEADERSHIP





Senior leadership should be 
involved with the organization’s 

DEI initiatives. 



Executive Listening Sessions



Managers should be involved in 
active sponsorship of employees 
from underrepresented groups. 



Sponsorship
• Make sure that people from underrepresented 

group’s achievements are made visible.
• Credit for authorship of work.
• Assigned to important tasks and projects.
• “Don’t just invite them to the party; ask them to 

dance.”



ACCOUNTABILITY



1. Establish clear metrics for 
success on performance related to 

DEI.

2. Base evaluation for a promotion, 
merit raise, or bonus, in part, on 
how well managers succeed on 
diversity and inclusion metrics. 



Periodic roundtable discussions dedicated to 

DEI.



DATA TO TRACK

1. Percent of diversity-related events attended by

senior leadership. 

2. Number of senior leadership actively assigned to

diversity related groups.

3. Rates of recognition across demographic groups.

4. Track diversity of manager’s teams.

5. Track assignments, roles, credit for deliverables 

across demographics.

6. Document what works and practice it across the 

organization.



III. Designing an Inclusive Workplace Culture





Discover the reasons for low 
retention rates

• What aspects of your workplace culture are 
impacting retention rates?

• Who is succeeding and why?

• Who is leaving and why?

• Data: Exit interviews, surveys, promotion 
results

















Key Takeaways
• Participants gained an understanding of implicit 

bias
• Perceptions of training were generally positive
• Comprehension of training content was 

incomplete
• Short term duration
• Implicit bias training alone is not a solution
• Training targets individual challenges rather 

than institutional challenges



Which initiatives increase diversity
among mid-level managers?

Studied three types of diversity programs:

• Diversity task forces and committees
• Mentoring and networking programs

• Diversity training and education



Which type of initiative do you think
increased diversity?

• Diversity task forces and committees
• Mentoring and networking programs

• Diversity training and education



Findings:

• Task forces and committees = increase
• Mentoring and networking = modest
• Diversity training and education = no 

increase



Analysis:

• Assign responsibilities for diversity
goals to a specific office or group

• Give the group the authority to pursue 
specified goals

• Assigning and authorizing responsibility
improves mentoring and education

programs



EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUPS



BENEFITS OF ERG 
• Historically marginlalized employees gather to support each 

other

• Organize networking events, professional development 

activities

• Cultural activities: Talks, Film Screenings, Book Readings

• Tie ERG activities to the broader mission of the organization

• Authentic self at work



BENEFITS OF ERG TO YOUR 
ORGANIZATION 

• Promotes an inclusive culture

• Enhances employee satisfaction

• Engagement and Commitment 

• Productivity

• Education outreach & Community engagement

• An internal resource and insights generator



CHALLENGES OF ERG 
• Inadequate support from leadership

• Resource constrained: Time

• “There’s more spent on the bagel budget than the ERG 

budget.”

• Leaders of ERG typically lack a managerial 

role in the organization

• Sometimes viewed as the primary unit for DEI work

• Size Matters



DATA TO TRACK
1. Assess who exits your organization by demographics. 

2. Assess who stays and moves up by demographics.

3. Measure quality and quantity of assignments by demographics.

4. Measure who attends diversity training programs.

5. Evaluate effectiveness of training programs.



DATA TO TRACK
1. Assess who exits your organization by demographics. 

2. Assess who stays and moves up by demographics.

3. Measure quality and quantity of assignments by demographics.

4. Measure who attends diversity training programs.

5. Evaluate effectiveness of training programs.

6. Measure assignments, roles, credit for deliverables across demographics.

6. Track participation in ERG.

7. Measure what members like/dislike about their ERG?

8. Measure senior management engagement ERG.

9. Assign and authorize a group to be responsible for collecting and
analyzing the data.



IV. Recruiting and Hiring



Virtue signaling is not 
enough.

Develop specific 
recruitment and hiring 

goals.





Cultivate Diverse Social Networks

• Hold events that allow candidates from 
underrepresented backgrounds to learn about your 
employment opportunities 

• Participate in events and conferences that specify 
prospects from underrepresented groups   

• Cultivate relationships with institutions that are 
rooted in underrepresented communities

• Be deliberate in expanding who you know



The Rooney Rule









What is the real value of 
the Rooney Rule?



Potential Impact of Rooney Rule

• Diversifies the pool of candidates
• Expands who team owners know
• Grows the social network/social capital of Black 

coaching candidates



Expand Points of Entry
• Increase slots for paid internships and other entry 

level programs
• Recruit a specified percentage of interns from 

HBCUs, Latinx, and Women serving institutions  
• Be strategic in your mentorship and sponsorship 

efforts



How do you assess 
candidates?



HALO EFFECT



CONFIRMATION BIAS



SIMILARITY BIAS



CULTURE FIT



Culture Fit
“Does she represent our culture?

Culture Contribution 
“Does she enrich our culture?” 

Inclusion:
A workplace culture in which all employees feel valued and 
empowered to participate.



Assessing Candidates
• Create repeatable systems for hiring that minimize 

individual bias
• Be clear what criteria are being used when 

assessing candidates
• Standardize criteria across interviewers 
• Develop a rubric and require everyone to use it



DATA TO TRACK

Outreach events and their demographics.

Demographics of individuals reached by outreach activities.

Track who applies for your positions.

Track who participates in your internship and mentoring programs.

Track the demographics of your references.

Track how you deploy your version of  the Rooney Rule.

How many candidates of color are applying for your positions?

How many are you hiring?

Track use of the interview rubric.

Rate of bad hires.
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